This annotated bibliography contains a list of readings compiled for a course in magazine editing at the University of Illinois. This bibliography includes materials on the history of magazines, advertising in magazines, readership and audience studies, analyses of magazine content, information on magazine circulation, editorial research and its uses, legal aspects of magazine production, and magazine layout and production matters. While this bibliography was intended for use in a college magazine editing course, the materials covered could also be adapted to advanced high school journalism courses on the magazine and the media. The sections on magazine content, advertising in magazines, history, and the law could be especially relevant to scholastic journalism. (MB)
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This bibliography had its beginning in a list of readings compiled for a course in magazine editing started at the University of Illinois twelve years ago. That list represented the work of four College of Communications faculty members, Dean Theodore Peterson, Professor Glenn Hanson, Professor Richard Hildwein and me.

In February, 1966, it was made generally available in pamphlet form by the College's Institute of Communications Research, and a revised edition was published in 1968. The present edition updates the contents through 1971 (with more than 200 new entries) and corrects some inaccuracies in earlier editions.

This list was and is intended to be selective. Thus although it has grown longer since 1960, a few entries which have clearly become dated have been dropped. But because in tracing developments in the magazine industry, contemporary comment sometimes is as valid (and often more interesting) than comment made in perspective, many entries have been kept even though they have been in part superseded.

It is supposed that people interested in magazines will keep up with current trends through day-by-day reading. Newspapers tell more about the magazine world than they did a decade ago, particularly the Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times. Curiously, there is no magazine devoted mainly to magazines; but Advertising Age remains perhaps the best single source of news. From time to time, news of the industry is reported in such other periodicals as Editor and Publisher, Time, Newsweek and the Saturday Review. The weekly Gallagher Report offers interesting information, statistics and gossip. Reporting, the official magazine of the International Council of Industrial Editors, carries a number of articles about problems and policies of company publications; American Business Press from time to time issues reports and discussions on problems of business paper editing.

For many of the annotations in this bibliography I am indebted to the three colleagues already mentioned and to Dr. Eleanor Blum, the College's librarian. The present listing and arrangement are my doing, and any errors of omission or commission are mine.

J. H. Schacht
Urbana, Illinois

January, 1972
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**BIBLIOGRAPHIES**

Crowell, Alfred A., Bibliography of Industrial Journalism, 1913-1954 (College Park: University of Maryland, 1955). (Produced in cooperation with the International Council of Industrial Editors; this has been supplemented by later bibliographies compiled by DeWitt C. Reddick.)

Danielson, Wayne A., and G. C. Wilhoit, Jr., A Computerized Bibliography of Mass Communication Research (N.Y.: Magazine Publishers Association, 1967). (A valuable list of more than 2,000 pieces appearing in 48 social science journals. Many have to do with magazines, and references are scarcely available from any other accessible source.)


Goldwater, Walter, Radical Periodicals in America, 1890-1950 (Rev. ed., New Haven: Yale U. Press, 1966). (Brief notes accompany a bibliography of more than 300 such magazines.)

Hausman, Linda Weiner, Criticism of the Press in U.S. Periodicals, 1900-1939: An Annotated Bibliography (Austin, Texas: U. of Texas, for Association for Education in Journalism, Aug., 1967. No. 4 in Journalism Monograph Series). (Lists some 40 articles dealing specifically with magazines, and others dealing with Hearst, Munsey and Sedgwick.)

Peterson, Ted, Writing Nonfiction for Magazines (St. Louis: Educational Publishers, 1949). (Has an annotated bibliography of books about writing.)


Price, Warren C., and Calder M. Pickett, An Annotated Journalism Bibliography, 1958-1968 (Minneapolis: U. of Minnesota Press) 1970. (Supplements Price's earlier work; more than 100 of the entries concern magazines.)

Sources of Consumer Magazine Information (2nd ed., N.Y.: Magazine Advertising Bureau of MPA, 1965). (This pamphlet tells where to find information about circulation; advertising volume; advertising specification, rates; costs, etc.; readership characteristics; marketing information; advertisement ratings, and miscellaneous matter.)

Wolseley, Roland E., The Journalist's Bookshelf: An Annotated and Selected Bibliography (7th ed., Philadelphia: Chilton, 1961). (There are sections on magazines and on magazine writing.)

**DIRECTORIES**

DIRECTORIES (Continued)


Gebbie Press House Magazine Directory. (Published every three years by the Gebbie Press, 151 W. 48th Street, N.Y.C.). (This volume lists more than 4,000 company publications.)


DIRECTORIES (Continued)

Standard Rate and Data Service, Inc. (Periodically issues volumes with rates and other data about consumer publications, farm magazines and business publications.)

Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory (14th ed., N.Y.: R. R. Bowker, 1971-2). (With supplements. This is a classified guide to current U.S. and foreign periodicals, in two volumes.)


GENERAL

"The American Media Baronies, a Modest Atlantic Atlas," Atlantic 224 (July, 1969) 83-94. (On increasingly concentrated ownership of U.S. media, including the magazines which are the property of such groups as Time Inc., Cowles, Newhouse, Hearst and others.)

Anderson, Curtiss, "Putting Graphics in Their Place." (Talk delivered at AEJ Convention, U. of N. Carolina, Aug. 28, 1962.) (Anderson, then editor of Ladies' Home Journal, says "their place" is subordinate to the editorial idea.)


"Another List, Oh God! But a List as Good as Anyone Else's List; with additional lists by Craig Karpel and Martin Mayer," Esquire 75 (May, 1971) 120f. (Wisecracking critique on some magazines.)


Bennion, Sherilyn Cox, A Study of the Diversification of Operations among United States Magazine Publishing Companies (Syracuse: School of Journalism, Newhouse Communications Center, 1963). (Results of a questionnaire returned by some 30 magazine publishers showing considerable diversification into activities related to communications--book publishing, printing, broadcasting, etc.--and unrelated--paper manufacturing, patterns, record clubs, etc.)

Bogart, Leo, "Magazines Since the Rise of Television," Journalism Quarterly 33 (Spring, 1956) 153-66. (This material, adapted from the author's book, The Age of Television, reports changes in circulation, advertising, editorial content since advent of TV.)
GENERAL (Continued)

(A controversial and widely publicized criticism of magazines by a leading advertising man.)

(An investigation of Canadian periodical publishing, in the general context of Canadian communications, with emphasis on economics and culture.)

(A collection of data to show that magazines have been caught in a "giant vise"--rising costs and competition from TV.)

Charnley, M. V., and Blair Converse, Magazine Writing and Editing (N.Y.: Cordon, 1938).  
(Dated, but valuable because it traces graphically the compilation of one magazine issue--Meredith's Better Homes and Gardens.)

(A critique of Life and Saturday Post, their redesigned formats and their current problems, with a few observations about Look.)

"Criticism from Within Is Insidious Magazine Problem: Burnett to AAF," Advertising Age 42 (Oct. 11, 1971) 18.  
(Failure of some magazines is said to be no cause for pessimism regarding the industry as a whole.)

(How big U.S. magazines, including Holiday, McCall's and Esquire, have cut down to standards size format or are planning to.)

(Good overall survey of history, scope and aims of business papers.)


(Spring, 1969) 7-13.  
(The editor of New York speculates on magazine mortality.)

Ferguson, Rowena, Editing the Small Magazine (N.Y.: Columbia, 1958).  
(Also in paperback, 1963.)

(In connection with the problem of subsidizing writers, Fischer maintains that the magazine is the principal vehicle of the best modern creative writing.)

Fischer, John, Magazine and Newspaper Journalism: a Comparison (Minneapolis: Newspaper Guild of the Twin Cities and the U. of Minnesota School of Journalism, 1962).  
(Fischer sees magazine journalism emphasizing the long view.)

Gelman, Richard, "How to Start a New Magazine," Writer's Digest 41 (Nov., 1961) 15f. (Accounts of Scientific American, American Heritage, Playboy, Mad and a few others as successful new magazines of special appeal.)


"The Hot Magazines Aim at Special Targets," Business Week 2122 (May 2, 1970) 64-74. (The current success of magazines which in various ways pinpoint their appeal.)

"How to Play the House Organ," Fortune 46 (Oct., 1952) 144. (Size, scope and objectives.)


Loehwing, David A., "Back in Circulation," Barron's (Feb. 4, 1963) 3f. (An excellent summary of what is happening among the magazines—their recent history, their present status, their probable future.)
GENERAL (Continued)

"Magazine Paradox: Are They Thriving or Dying?" Business Week 1429 (Jan. 19, 1957). (Analysis of Publishing in view of recent deaths.)

"Magazines 1969," Advertising Age 40 (Oct. 20, 1969) 49-256. (Special section dealing primarily with magazines as advertising media. Helpful charts and statistics over a 20-year period in magazine publishing.)


Peterson, Theodore, "Magazines and the Challenge of Change," Quill 53 (Nov., 1965) 44f. (Implications of social and technological change for magazine publishing.)

Peterson, Theodore, "Magazines in the '70s" (Talk delivered at Communications Symposium, Newport News, Va., May 2, 1970). (Sees movement toward specialization and free-circulation, among other trends.)

Peterson, Theodore, "Magazines: Today and Tomorrow," Quarterly Review of Economics and Business 4 (Winter, 1964) 25-36. (Prospects include further specialization in content, some innovation in production technique and continued experiments in use as an advertising medium.)

Peterson, Theodore, "When Magazines Fight Together," Saturday Review 47 (Dec. 12, 1964) 74. (In joint research and the merging of associations of trade periodicals are seen signs indicating that magazine publishers--notorious squabblers among themselves--are learning to cooperate.)

Porter, William, "The Future of the Light Artillery--An Educator's View of Magazines," Quill 52 (Oct., 1964) 24-7. (An abridgement of an address to the MPA management conference differs from most analyses in its relatively optimistic view of the future of the general interest magazine.)
GENERAL (Continued)

Reddick, DeWitt C., and Alfred A. Crowell, Industrial Editing (Albany: M. Bender, 1962).

Revett, John, "'Journal' Hit for Lack of Ladies in Sales," Advertising Age 41 (March 23, 1970) 3. (Demands of militant feminists that Ladies' Home Journal supply more jobs for women triggers survey showing that women's magazines employ some women on editorial but few on the advertising side.)

Revett, John, "Reader Segments Are the Draw for New Magazines' Proliferation," Advertising Age 42 (May 10, 1971) 48. -- (Survey of new magazines, including revival of Show.)


Root, Robert, Modern Magazine Editing (Dubuque, Ia.: W. C. Brown, 1966). (An excellent basic text, which tells a good deal about the magazine industry.)


"That Special Treatment," Time 97 (April 26, 1971) 56. (Survey of new specialty magazines.)

Spurgeon, Dolores F., Magazine Journalism as a Career for Women. (Report by associate professor at San Jose State College under MPA grant, 1965.)
GENERAL (Continued)

Swan, Carroll J., Magazines in the U.S.A. (Skokie, Ill.: Standard Rate and Data, 1965). (Brochure summarizing "the people...the process...the publishing economics" of the magazine industry. It is differently organized and more fully annotated than the 1963 edition.)

Swisshelm, George, "Downe Lives It Up" Media/scope 12 (October, 1968) 34f. (On building of publishing group which now includes Family Weekly, and former Curtis publications, Ladies' Home Journal and American Home.)


"U.S. Magazine Publishers Report Action Aplenty on Foreign Fronts," Advertising Age 39 (Jan. 29, 1968) 56. (Rundown on new international publications developed by U.S. publishers, and on the status of pioneer efforts by Reader's Digest, Time-Life, etc.)

Welles, Chris, "Can Mass Magazines Survive?" Columbia Journalism Review 10 (July/Aug., 1971) 7-14. (With audience size losing its appeal to advertisers, can Life and Look demonstrate a reason for being?)

Williams, Lynn, "Medium or Message? Magazines Which Cultivate a Select Readership Are Flourishing," Barron's 51 (May 24, 1971) 11f. (Exploration of the business aspect of publications.)

Wimer, Arthur, Writing for the Business Press (Dubuque, Ia.: W. C. Brown, 1950). (With contributions by 100 editors and publishers.)


Wolseley, Roland E., Understanding Magazines (Ames: Iowa State U. Press, 1965). (A survey of the magazine publishing field, job opportunities, etc.)


Zeisler, Karl F., "Magazines: Has Their Quality Been Consistent?" Quill 54 (May, 1966) 24-7. (The writer's contention is that magazine quality for 40 years has been consistent, and consistently high.)

HISTORY


Cadigan, William J., The ICIE File: A history of Industrial Journalism (Akron: International Council of Industrial Editors, 1961). (Growth and development of the house organ of 1800's to present-day company publications.)
HISTORY (Concluded)


Davenport, Walter, and James Derieux, Ladies, Gentlemen and Editors (Garden City: Doubleday, 1960). (An informal study of some of the men and women, none living, who made magazine history.)

Easton, Robert, Max Brand: The Big "Westerner" (Norman: U. of Oklahoma Press, 1970). (Biography of Frederick Shiller Faust, who wrote under pseudonyms for a tremendous number of pulps and other magazines during the '20s and '30s.)


Forsyth, David P., The Business Press in America, 1750-1865 (Philadelphia: Chilton, 1963). (The first volume of a projected survey of business papers, from roots in 124 pre-Civil War periodicals to today's more than 2,300 titles.)


Mott, Frank Luther, A History of American Magazines (Cambridge: Harvard U. Press, 1938--). (The fifth volume of what was projected as a six-volume set was published in 1968; it covers 21 magazines which flourished between 1905 and 1930, bringing their stories up to 1960. Cumulative index.)


HISTORY (Continued)

Peterson, Theodore, "Some Neglected Areas of Magazine History," Journal of Journalism History (May, 1958) 2-4. (Some areas deserving research attention.)

Root, Robert, and Christine V. Root, "Magazines in the United States: Dying or Thriving?" Journalism Quarterly 41 (Winter, 1964) 15-22. (The authors' conclusion is that magazines are thriving, particularly specialized magazines. Of all classes, outdoor magazines show the greatest growth over a 25-year period.)

Smith, James S., "America's Magazine Missionaries of Culture," Journalism Quarterly 43 (Autumn, 1966) 449-58. (Sketches of magazines from the Chautauquan to Horizon which have possessed "a dedication to originality and taste.")


Weeks, Edward, "The Place of Magazines in America," Quill 50 (Sept., 1962) 14-6. (The editor of the Atlantic gives a quick run-through of significant magazines appearing during the past 40 years.)


AUDIENCES

(Many journalism libraries have dozens of studies of audiences of individual magazines, which are too numerous and too ephemeral for listing here.)


AUDIENCES (Continued)


Consumer Market and Magazine Report. (This compilation by Daniel Starch and staff--formerly Consumer Market Report--is a detailed description of readers of more than 70 general, men's, women's, young people's, farm and other magazines in terms of income, education, occupations, etc. Issued annually.)


Eight Leading Magazines: Characteristics of Their Readers and Households (Pleasantville, N.Y.: Reader's Digest, 1962). (Reader and household characteristics, possessions and purchases, broken down by geographic area for Reader's Digest, Life, Look, Ladies' Home Journal, McCall's, Woman's Day and Sunset.)

InFARMation Please! Report on an information source study of Iowa farm families by the Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State College (Des Moines: Wallace's Farmer and Iowa Homestead, 1956).


Magazine Reader Count for County, State and Nation (N.Y.: Magazine Advertising Bureau, 1949).

Main Report: 1964 Politz Magazine Study (N.Y.: Alfred Politz Media Studies, 1965). (Audiences of eleven magazines, and ad page exposure of five, in a study sponsored by Look, McCall's, Reader's Digest, Redbook and Saturday Evening Post. This supersedes the First Wave report made in November, 1964.)


Papazian, Edward, "How Fast Does a Magazine Reach Its Total Audience?" Media/scope 10 (Jan., 1966) 60-5. ("Importance of knowing not only how many people reached by magazines in total, but also when they are reached.")
AUDIENCES (Continued)


The Profitable Differences: A Study of the Magazine Market, Its Size, Quality and Buying (N.Y.: Magazine Advertising Bureau of MPA, 1960). (A much-discussed research report designed to show that magazines not only reach a huge market, as does TV, but a better one than TV reaches.)

Standard Magazine Audience Report, 1965. (In three volumes, by W. R. Simmons and Associates, for about 50 magazines in various fields.)


A Study of Seven Publications: Their Audiences and Reading Days (Conducted by Alfred Politz Research, Inc., for Reader's Digest, 1956).


EDITORIAL RESEARCH AND ITS USES

Davee, Ken M., "Five Steps to Finding Out--Does Your Employee Magazine Pay?" Industrial Marketing 34 (June, 1949) 34. (Research on Sears' monthly tabloid.)

Haskins, Jack B., "The Editorial Mix: One Solution to a Magazine Editor's Dilemma," Journalism Quarterly 42 (Autumn, 1965) 557f. (Haskins' conclusion is that a general magazine need not devote its entire contents to "crowd pleasers."


Haskins, Jack B., "Testing Suitability of Typefaces for Editorial Subject-Matter," Journalism Quarterly 35 (Spring, 1958) 186-94. (Test of Saturday Evening Post readers to learn if they detect differences among typefaces, what faces they prefer in what contexts, if there is any "all-purpose" typeface.)

Kearl, Bryant, "The Non-Reader in a Magazine Readership Study," Journalism Quarterly 34 (Fall, 1957) 475-80. (Descriptions of non-readers as well as readers should be a useful part of any readership study.)
EDITORIAL RESEARCH AND ITS USES (Continued)

Kiernan, George C., "How Do You Judge Editorial Values in Business Publications?" Media/scope 10:7 (July, 1966) 62-8. (Contains some data applicable to any sort of magazine.)


MacLean, Malcolm S., Jr., and Anne Li-An Kao, Editorial Prediction of Magazine Picture Appeals (E. Lansing: Michigan State U., 1964). (This study aims to develop a system of analysis for editors to enable them to better predict the effects of types of pictures on types of readers.)

McCoubrey, David L., "What Research Can Do for a Magazine," Media/scope 9 (March, 1965) 55f. (Sports Illustrated's use of audience research.)

Murphy, Donald R., "How a Farm Paper Uses Research in Journalism," Journalism Quarterly 33 (Spring, 1956) 175-8. (Experiences of Wallace's Farmer in using editorial research.)

Murphy, Donald R., "Page Position and Readership in a Farm Magazine," Journalism Quarterly 34 (Fall, 1957) 499-500.


Perloff, Evelyn, "Prediction of Male Readership of Magazine Articles," Journal of Applied Psychology 32 (Dec., 1948) 663-74. (This article and the preceding one offer formulas, designed to help predict the readership of articles on the basis of several variables.)

Peterson, Theodore, "How to Get Them In and Keep Them In" (Talk at Spring Editorial Seminar, American Business Press, Chicago, April 20, 1966). (What the editor can learn from research, including the fact that more than research is necessary.)
EDITORIAL RESEARCH AND ITS USES (Continued)

Peterson, Theodore, "What Research Can Do for the Editor," Reporting 17 (Jan., 1965) 3-8. (Uses and limitations of magazine research with summary of some findings.)

Politz, Alfred, "What is Essential to Know from Magazine Media Research?" Media/scope 3 (April, 1959) 39-44.


MAGAZINE CONTENT

Adams, Don P., "Reactions to U.S. Magazines among Latin American Students," Journalism Quarterly 46 (Spring, 1969) 142-4. (U.S. magazines are widely read, but their accuracy regarding "Latin conditions" is not trusted.)

Bailey, Margaret, "The Woman's Magazine Short-Story Heroine in 1957 and 1967," Journalism Quarterly 46 (Summer, 1969) 364-6. (Finds that the happy housewife is still the heroine, as she was in the '50s; the career woman scarcely need apply.)


Bell, Joseph N., "Why Free-Lance Writers Get Nervous," Saturday Review 50 (Nov. 11, 1967) 91-2. (They get nervous because "the worker is compensated totally at the caprice of the customer," this freelancer says.)


Bird, George L., Modern Article Writing (Dubuque, Ia.: W. C. Brown, 1967). (Text shows to a degree the changes in publishing over the past 20 years, particularly for the freelance.)


MAGAZINE CONTENT (Continued)


"Can You Bare It?" Forbes 107 (March 1, 1971) 17f. (The Playboy lifestyle: a study of Hefner enterprises, and sketch of a rival magazine, Penthouse.


DiBacco, Thomas V., "The Business Press and Vietnam: Ecstasy or Agony?" Journalism Quarterly 45 (Autumn, 1968) 426-35. (From 1964-67, the business press in the U.S. was not particularly hawkish, says this writer; it reflected varied attitudes and uncertainties like those of the public generally.

"Eco-Journalism," Newsweek (Feb. 1, 1971) 43-4. (How interest in environment has been reflected in magazines and other media, both general and specialized.)


Fisher, Karen, "Cashing in on Fear and Fantasy," Nation 213 (Oct. 11, 1971) 334-7. (Biting commentary on most of the content in established women's magazines.)


MAGAZINE CONTENT (Continued)


Goodman, Sandy, "Can Newsweek Really Separate Fact from Opinion?" Columbia Journalism Review (Summer, 1968) 26-9. (Goodman's answer is "no, nor can anyone else.")

Greenberg, Bradley, and Sanura Kahn, "Blacks in Playboy Cartoons," Journalism Quarterly 47 (Autumn, 1970) 557-60. (Number of cartoons and their themes are studied over a 14-year period.)


Gunther, Max, Writing the Magazine Article (Boston: The Writer, 1968). (On writing technique, illustrated from the author's own magazine work.)

Hausdorff, Don, "Magazine Humor and Popular Morality, 1929-34," Journalism Quarterly 41 (Autumn, 1964) 509-16. (Based on study of eight magazines.)

Heilbroner, Robert, "Mr. Nobody's Byline," Saturday Review 39 (Jan. 14, 1956) 9f. (President of Society of Magazine Writers tells of freelancers' contributions to magazines.)

Henry, Omer, Writing and Selling Magazine Articles (Boston: The Writer, 1962).


21
MAGAZINE CONTENT (Continued)


Little, Stuart W., "Are Illustrators Obsolete?" Saturday Review 54 (July 10, 1971) 40-4. (Conclusion is that they are not obsolete, though styles and markets change.)

Magazine Editorial Reports (N.Y.: Lloyd H. Hall Co., Dec., 1965). (A tabular analysis of editorial content of general, news, women's, home and other magazines. Issued periodically.)

Mannes, Marya, "The Case of the Orange Orange," Reporter 14 (March 8, 1956) 44. (Taboos in magazine fiction.)


Merrill, John C., "How Time Stereotyped Three U.S. Presidents," Journalism Quarterly 42 (Autumn, 1965) 563f. (The images presented are those of Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy.)


"The One-Sided Press," special issue of UAW Ammunition 14 (Dec., 1956). (Entire issue devoted to study of newsmagazines' coverage of the 1956 election.)

Orwell, George, "It Looks Different from Abroad," New Republic 115 (Dec. 2, 1946) 726. (A satirical description of content of women's high fashion magazines.)

Otto, Herbert A., "Sex and Violence on the American Newsstand," Journalism Quarterly 40 (Winter, 1963) 19-26. (One finding is that the number of magazines specializing in sex and violence has increased considerably since 1953.)


Podhoretz, Norman, "The Article as Art," Harper's 217 (July, 1958) 74-81. (A distinguished editor contends that some of the best contemporary writing appears in magazines, especially the little ones.)
MAGAZINE CONTENT (Continued)


Reier, Sharon, "Mad's Merriment Belittled by Lampoon," News Workshop 21 (August, 1971) 6f. (Comparison of Mad with its "younger, more sophisticated and literate counterpart," National Lampoon.)


Rowse, Arthur E., Don Stillman, "Two Digest Cases," Columbia Journalism Review 6 (Winter, 1967-1968) 24-7. (Separate short pieces; the first explores the use of advertising in a format close to editorial, the second analyzes the fairness of a Digest piece on IRS activities.)

Shulman, Irving, "Jackie!" (N.Y.: Trident Press, 1970). (On the exploitation of the President's wife by movie fans magazines.)


Stempel, Guido H. III, "Visibility of Blacks in News and News-Picture Magazines," Journalism Quarterly 48 (Summer, 1971) 337f. (Finds their visibility is increasing.)

Stern, Edith, "Medical Journalism--With and Without Upbeat," Saturday Review Reader No. 3 (N.Y.: Bantam, 1954). (Medical writer tells how magazines treat medical topics.)

Stewart, Janice S., "Content and Readership of Teen Magazines," Journalism Quarterly 41 (Autumn, 1964) 580-3. (This summary of a master's thesis makes the point that these magazines "are not particularly harmful and...among student of higher than average ability...are of far less importance than adult magazines.)

Stinson, Robert, "McClure's Road to McClure's: How Revolutionary Were 1890's Magazines?" Journalism Quarterly 47 (Summer, 1970) 256-72. (Answer: they were evolutionary and, partially, imitative.)
MAGAZINE CONTENT (Continued)


"Women's Lit," Newsweek 77 (April 26, 1971) 65. (Survey of women's lib as reflected in magazines.)


LAW

Chernoff, George, and Hershel Sarbin, Photography and the Law (Philadelphia: Chilton, 1965). (Much of this is applicable to magazine work.)

"Free Speech for Management Men," Modern Industry (Jan. 15, 1950) 53. (What the employer may and may not say to employees under the Taft-Hartley Law.)


"Press Anticipated Butts Libel Victory," Editor & Publisher 96 (Aug. 24, 1963) 10f. (A summary of the widely-publicized suit v. the Saturday Evening Post brought by football coach Wallace Butts.)


"Rheingold Ad Touting Survey Has 'New York' Magazine Hopping Mad," Advertising Age 42 (July 26, 1971) 3. (Argument over Rheingold's use of New York story as an ad without the magazine's permission.)


MAGAZINE ADVERTISING

"Advertising Meets Editorial," Columbia Journalism Review 1 (Fall, 1962) 14-22. (Cites examples from eight major magazines in which it is hard to distinguish at first--or second--glance between editorial matter and ads.)
MAGAZINE ADVERTISING (Continued)

"Are Magazine Rate Protection Policies Adequate?" Media/scope 4 (March, 1960) 71f. (Results of study which show that publishers have little uniformity in practices when they raise advertising rates.)

Berkman, Dave, "Advertising in Ebony and Life: Negro Aspirations vs. Reality," Journalism Quarterly 40 (Winter, 1963) 53-64. (Makes the point that the advertising "idiom" of Ebony is not that of the Negro's present status, but of that status to which he aspires.)

Carter, David E., "The Changing Face of Life's-Advertisements, 1950-66," Journalism Quarterly 46 (Spring, 1969) 87-93. (Finds that ads are larger, tend to use fewer but larger pictures--often just one, and one copy block. He attributes changes to the influence of TV.)

"Check List for Magazine Advertisers," Media/scope 9 (Sept., 1965) 93-8. (What a media buyer looks for. Such check lists, and others for business publications and farm publications, were run periodically by Media/scope for several years prior to 1969.)

"Cigaret Ads 'Come on Strong' in Magazines," Advertising Age 42 (Feb. 8, 1971) 1f. (Sudden spurt in print media, following the TV ban on such ads.)


Geizer, Ronald, "Advertising in Ebony: 1960 and 1969," Journalism Quarterly 48 (Spring 1971) 131f. (Not much change reported over the decade; the magazine's advertising "has rejected any marked identification with black militancy.")


"Magazine Advertising Today," reprinted from Printers' Ink 244 (Sept. 18, 1953).

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING (Continued)

"Magazine Users View Problems and Future of This Medium," Advertising Age 25 (March 22, 1954) 72-3. (Advertisers speak about the magazine as an advertising medium.)

McClure, Leslie W., and Paul C. Fulton, Advertising in the Printed Media (N.Y.: Macmillan, 1964). (Useful chapters on consumer magazines and special magazines.)


"New Yorker Bars Ads for Girdles, Bras, Etc.," Advertising Age 34 (May 13, 1963) 3f. (Report on New Yorker's advertising taboos.)

O'Gara, Jim, "'New Yorker,' at 40, Prospers, Also Retains Character as Choozy Medium," Advertising Age (Feb. 15, 1965) 30. (A look at the advertising record of the famous magazine. Its principal problems regarding advertising are the establishments of quotas, maximum sizes, standards of taste, etc., for the magazine which customarily leads the pack in total advertising pages.)

"Playboy Puts a Glint in the Admen's Eyes," Business Week 2078 (June 28, 1969) 142-4. (How, from the advertiser's point of view, this is the magazine for which "the times are right.")

Reysen, Frank, "New Publications: Risk or Opportunity?" Media/scope 14 (April, 1970) 62f. (What the advertiser wants to know about new publications.)

Stockwell, Howard A., "Business Magazine Inserts--Tired Fad or Here to Stay?" Media/scope 9 (April, 1965) 66f. (Recommends inserts as particularly effective advertising medium.)


"What Is Best Size for a Magazine Ad?" Media/scope 9 (Oct., 1965) 68f. (Starch and other surveys have discovered that increasing the size of an ad does not necessarily increase readership, but it may bring other advantages.)

Whiteside, Thomas, "Selling Death: Cigarette Ads in the Magazines," New Republic 164 (March 27, 1971) 15-7. (The increase of cigarette advertising in various magazines, since it was banned for broadcasting.)
MAGAZINE ADVERTISING (Continued)

Zuckerman, Paul, "'Rate Base' No Longer 'A Guarantee'," Media/scope 11:10 (October, 1967, 50-2. (A study of consumer magazine practice in assuring advertisers that the publication will reach the people it claims to.)

MAGAZINE CIRCULATION

"Continental Playboys," Newsweek 78 (Sept. 13, 1971) 51. (Hefner's plans to set up editions in Italy, Germany and France in 1972.)

Cort, David, "The Bigger They Are the Harder They Bawl," Nation 184 (May 18, 1957) 439-41. (Magazine efforts to promote circulation to advertiser.)


"FTC Inquiry into Sale of Subscriptions Worries Mass Magazine Publishers," Business Week 1727 (Oct. 6, 1962) 60. (A four-paragraph piece pointing out that few magazines are sold at their "regular" price--e.g., 99.7 per cent of Reader's Digest subscriptions are sold at cut rates.)


"How Important to Advertisers are Single-Copy Sales?" Media/scope 3 (April, 1959) 53f.


Magazine Circulation and Rate Trends, 1940-1965 (N.Y.: Association of National Advertisers, 1966). (See later supplements also. Data are given on circulation, rates and cost-per-thousand for 59 leading ABC consumer and farm publications.)
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Revett, John, "Life, Look Cuts in Circulation Might Bolster Both Books," Advertising Age 41 (Oct. 12, 1970) 1f. (General approval of advertising industry of principle of circulation cutbacks.)

Sawyer, Howard G., "Franchise Circulation," Media/scope 5 (Feb., 1961) 92-7. (What it is, how it started, how it works. Simply, it is a means of distributing magazines from publisher to reader through third party who provides list and pays to have magazines sent by his "courtesy."


"'Volume' is key to better magazine delivery: Beitler," Advertising Age 42 (Oct. 4, 1971) 1f. (Comment on home delivery of magazines.)

EDITORS AND EDITING


Fischer, John, "Editor's Trade," Harper's 231 (July, 1965) 16f. (Remarks that it's hard to say how an editor should do his job. He does think an editor should be curious, enthusiastic and "ruthless.")

Gundell, Glenn, Writing--From Idea to Printed Page (N.Y.: Doubleday, 1949). (Case histories of treatment of Saturday Evening Post stories and articles. Excellent though dated.)

Hibbs, Ben, "You Can't Edit a Magazine by Arithmetic," Journalism Quarterly 27 (Fall, 1950) 369-77.

Hicks, Wilson, Words and Pictures (N.Y.: Harper, 1952). (The editor's role in photojournalism.)


Kennicott, Donald, "Adventures in Editing," Bluebook (Nov., 1954) 31-9. (The editor of the magazine for 42 of its 50 years reviews his career.)

EDITORS AND EDITING (Continued)

Long, Ray, "A Letter to a Young Man with an Urge to Edit a Popular Magazine," Bookman 64 (Jan., 1927) 556-60. (The editor of Cosmopolitan talks about editing.)

Manischewitz, Howard, "The Six Types of External House Organs," Printers' Ink 223 (June 11, 1948) 35.

Mannes, Marya, "Any Resemblance--Lady Editor," Reporter 9 (Nov. 10, 1954) 32. (The full life of a women's magazine editor.)

Meadows, Ronald F., "What is the Value of Special Issues of Business Publications?" Media/Scope 3 (June, 1959) 72-5.


Newquist, Roy, Conversations (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1967). (A group of interviews conducted by the literary editor of the Chicago Evening American; some of them are with magazine editors, Robert Stein of McCall's, Helen Gurley Brown of Cosmopolitan and Edward Keating of Ramparts.)


"The Revolt of the Editors," Newsweek 73 (June 2, 1969) 84. (Successful demands of editors of the West German illustrated Stern for a voice in publishing policy.)

Roland, Albert, "Remodeling a Magazine Takes Thought and Work," Quill 61 (Nov., 1953) 12-3. (The remodeling of Capper's Household.)

Tebbel, John, "Editors and Publishers: A confrontation?" Saturday Review 52 (July 12, 1969) 49-50. (Report on the first International Magazine Conference at Williamsburg, Va., emphasizes conflict over the question of authority on two major European magazines, the German Stern and the French L'Express.)

Society of Magazine Writers, Writing the Magazine Article: from Idea to Printed Page (Cincinnati: Writer's Digest) 1970. (Eight case studies of development of published pieces, edited by Beatrice Schapper.)


"Trade Winds," Saturday Review 50 (Jan. 21, 1967) 16. (Herbert Mayes lists whom he considers the great and the good magazine editors of this century.)

CLASSES OF MAGAZINES

Abel, Bob, "The City Slickers," Columbia Journalism Review 7 (Spring, 1968) 11-18. (Critiques of the new city magazines.)


"Alarm Bells in the City: City Magazines," Time 86 (Dec. 24, 1965) 48. (Time sees these as providing a "sorely needed voice" in city affairs.)

Allen, Audrey, "A Publishing Giant Who Socks It to 'Em," Media/scope 13 (January, 1969) 36f. (Profile of Norman Cahners, head of second largest business magazine publishing firm.)


Auerbach, Irwin, "Fighting the Good Fight Weekly," N.Y.U. News Workshop 7 (June, 1956) 1f. (Struggles of the journals of opinion.)


"Battle of the Amazons," Newsweek 70 (Aug. 28, 1967) 52. (The continuing struggle between McCall's and Ladies' Home Journal for leadership in the women's field.)


Bennion, Sherilyn C., "Mass Magazine Phenomenon: the German 'Illustrierte,'" Journalism Quarterly 38 (Summer, 1961) 360-2. (Discusses use of German picture magazines and techniques that may be applicable in U.S.)

Betten, Neil, "Catholic Periodicals in Response to Two Divergent Decades" Journalism Quarterly 47 (Summer, 1970) 303-8. (Article covers 1920's and 30's.)

Bosworth, Allan R., "The Golden Age of Pulps," Atlantic 208 (July, 1961) 57-60. (An old-time writer sighs nostalgically over the vanished pulps, mainly western.)

Buckley, William F., Jr., "Can a Little Magazine Break Even?" National Review 7 (Oct., 1959) 393f. (An account of the financial difficulties of journals of opinion, by the editor of one.)
CLASSES OF MAGAZINES (Continued)

"Can Mass Magazines Recover?" Business Week 1698 (March-17, 1962) 68-70. (This piece focuses on the dangers of the "numbers game" and the troubles at Curtis.)


"City Magazines Are the Talk of the Town," Business Week 1955 (Feb. 18, 1967) 184-8. (Among some 60 metropolitan magazines in the United States, even those backed by chambers of commerce are becoming critical and exciting.)


"The Curious Craze for 'Confidential Magazines,'" Newsweek 46 (July 11, 1955) 50-2. (Explores the phenomenon of the exposes' magazines.)

Danilov, Victor J., "In Suburbia News Magazines Can Compete with Dailies," Quill 48 (Nov., 1961) 11. (How 17 Chicago suburban weeklies have adopted modified newsmagazine formats to succeed against big city daily competition.)

Dasbach, Anita Mallinkrodt, "U.S.-Soviet Magazine Propaganda: America Illustrated and USSR," Journalism Quarterly 43 (Spring, 1966) 73-84. (Examination of both magazines for 1960 and 1963 emphasizes analysis of their goals, and whether the U.S. magazine is achieving its goals in Russia.)


Duffield, Marcus, "The Pulps: Day Dreams for the Masses," Vanity Fair 40 (June, 1933) 26f.

Edwards, Jackson, "One Every Minute," Scribner's 103 (May, 1938) 17f. (The rise of the picture magazines in the 1930's.)

Eisen, Jonathan, "Etc.," Commonweal 88 (March 22, 1968) 22-3. (Critical of Eye and other publications for "the youth market").
CLASSES OF MAGAZINES (Continued)

Eynon, Derry, "U.S.-Based Business Periodicals for Overseas Readers," Journalism Quarterly 48 (Autumn, 1971) 547f. (What publishers of these magazines see as their problems.)

"Fat Days for the 'How-to' Publishers," Business Week 1926 (July 30, 1966) 50-4. (The current upswing in special interest magazines attributed to increased leisure time for Americans.)

Friedrich, Otto, "There Are 00 Trees in Russia," Harper's 229 (October, 1964) 59-65. (The author explains that "the function of facts in news magazines [is] to illustrate a dramatic thesis"--and that an accumulation of facts does not necessarily produce a true picture.)

Gibbs, Angelica, "Intertrum, Neutronium, Chromaloy, P-p-p-prott!" New Yorker 18 (Feb. 13, 1943) 42f. (Science fiction magazines.)


Goodstone, Tony, The Pulps; Fifty Years of American Pop Culture. (N.Y.: Chelsea House) 1970. (Anthology mainly from 20's, 30's and 40's, from adventure to science fiction; contents, covers and a few ads. Also short bibliography.)

Goulart, Ron (ed.), The Hard-Boiled Dicks: an Anthology and Study of Pulp Detective Fiction (Los Angeles: Sherbourne Press, 1965). (A short introduction points out the contribution to popular culture--the figure of the violent detective--made by these magazines, which flourished between two world wars.)


Guitar, Mary Anne, "Flight from Success: Little Magazine Publishing," Mademoiselle 55 (June, 1962), 100f. (Geared to a discussion of "careers," this is nonetheless an excellent picture of the world of the little magazine.)

Harris, Dixie Dean, "And This, Dear God, Is What They Read: Teenagers' Magazine Preferences," Esquire 63 (July, 1965) 150f. (Seventeen, Ingenue, Teen and the others.)

Hartnett, Robert C., "Journals of Opinion," Commonweal 63 (Feb. 10, 1956) 476. (Purposes and difficulties of Catholic journals of opinion.)

Hill, Norman, "The Last of the Red Hot Supplements," Saturday Review 53 (Dec. 12, 1970) 56f. (Extended discussion of the Sunday supplement field, now reduced to Family Weekly and Parade; their characteristics and prospects.)
CLASSES OF MAGAZINES (Continued)


The Invisible Wall (N.Y.: Macfadden Publications, n.d., 1957?). (Publisher compares the approach of his confession magazines with approach of home service magazines.)


Kirstein, George G., "The Myths of the Small Magazine," Progressive (June, 1963) 23-7. (Publisher of the Nation defends journals of opinion against various charges, including those that they exert only a limited influence and that they are characteristically short-lived.)

Kobak, James B., "Are Business Papers Winning the Cost Battle?" Media/scope 10 (Jan., 1966) 66f. (Survey of increasing costs compared with increasing income.)


Lasch, Christopher, "The Magazines of Dissent..." New York Times Magazine (July 18, 1965) 10f. (Lasch divides these magazines into two classes--liberal and radical; he finds the latter more interesting and perhaps more significant.)

Lekachman, Robert, "Now at Your Newsstand, as Usual," Columbia U. Forum 5 (Summer, 1962) 4-9. (Questions the quality of America's "serious" magazines.)

"Liberating Magazines," Newsweek 77 (Feb. 8, 1971) 101-2. (U.S. women's magazines and woman's lib.)

"Little Magazines in the Big Cities," Media/scope 13 (February, 1969) 26f. (Wide survey of city magazine field.)

CLASSES OF MAGAZINES (Continued)

"Magazine Shelf: a Critical Look," New York Herald-Tribune Book Week 1,10 (Nov. 17, 1963) 24-30. (Sections on political magazines, quality magazines and "little" magazines, and on Contact, a five-year-old little magazine.)

"Magazines with the Book Look," Business Week 1661 (July 1, 1961) 38-9. (Reviews hardcover magazines such as American Heritage, Horizon, American Gun.)

Manchester, Harland, "The Farm Magazines," Scribner's 104 (Oct., 1938) 25f. (Although dated, it remains a perceptive view of the farm magazines, their history and their aims.)


Martin, L. John, "American News magazines and the European Scene," Gazette 6 (1960) 206-21. (Scope of article is broader than title indicates, for the piece examines readership, newsgathering, format, content, etc.)


Peterson, Theodore, "Current Trends in Magazines and Their Implications for Educational Periodicals" (Talk at the Educational Press Association, Washington, April 20, 1967). (Much of this deals with the changing audiences for all magazines.)

Peterson, Theodore, "Implications of the Information Explosion for the Trade and Technical Editor" (Talk delivered at Jordan Editorial Conference, Sterling Forest, N.Y., June 15, 1965). (One implication is that specialized magazines may need to pay more attention to other, related fields.)

Peterson, Theodore, "Notes on the Teen-Age Beat," Saturday Review 48 (Feb. 13, 1965) 76. (Comment on the magazines for teen-age boys and girls which have blossomed since World War II. Perhaps strangely, the best of them seem the most popular.)

Peterson, Theodore, "The Role of the Minority Magazine," Antioch Review 23 (Spring, 1963) 57-72. (Emphasis is on the function of this sort of magazine as a vehicle for ideas rather than for information.)
CLASSES OF MAGAZINES (Continued)


Reddick, DeWitt C., and Alfred A. Crowell, Industrial Editing (N.Y.: Matthew Bender, 1962). (History and techniques of industrial editing--magazines, newspapers, annual reports, news letters.)

St. Code, Ann, "The Decline and Fall of Fashion," Harper's 225 (Oct., 1962) 134-40. (An editor has her say about women's fashion magazines. She argues that they have yielded to the pressures of advertisers.)

Schacht, J. H., "Italian Weekly Magazines Bloom Wildly but Need Pruning," Journalism Quarterly 47 (Spring, 1970) 138-41. (Should be compared with Charnley's 1953 survey, also listed.)

Schacht, J. H., The Journals of Opinion and Reportage: an Assessment (Magazine Publishers Association, 1965). (The assessment is of these magazines' influence, which the author says is considerable.)


Sherrill, Robert, "Weeklies and Weaklies," Antioch Review 29 (Spring, 1969) 25-42. (A critical survey of journals of opinion.)

"A Shortcut to Status," Newsweek 72 (Sept. 2, 1968) 44. (Survey of city magazines, most of which "are not aimed at the masses but at the educated elite" and most of which--not all--are relatively uncritical.)


Steinberg, Mel, "It's a Mad World, But Here Comes Monocle," N.Y.U. News Workshop 14 (May, 1963) 10. (The sad world of humor magazines.)


"Survey Sample: 'Shelter' Magazines," Columbia Journalism Review (Summer, 1964) 32-3. (A brief survey which finds that leading American "home" magazines are designed primarily to "increase consumer appetites for the goods displayed.")
CLASSES OF MAGAZINES (Continued)

Tebbel, John, "City Magazines: a Medium Reborn," Saturday Review 51 (March 9, 1968) 102-3. (A development of the last 20 years, city magazines are in some cases outstripping national publications in their own communities. And some deal boldly with significant material.)

Teison, Herbert J., "The In-Flight Magazine Explosion," Saturday Review 52 (Aug. 9, 1969) 47f. (Comment on slick airlines publications edited for their passengers.)


"Thunder on the Left," Newsweek 67 (Feb. 21, 1966) 67. (Rise of anti-establishment journals.)

Tracy, Lorna, "English Little Mags," Library Journal 96 (May 1, 1971) 1588-90. (Vital statistics and critique on a selected list.)


Westley, Bruce H., et. al., "The News Magazines and the 1960 Conventions," Journalism Quarterly 40 (Autumn, 1963) 525f. (Perhaps of greatest interest are the methods used to determine direction and degree of bias.)


Whittemore, Reed, Little Magazines (Minneapolis: U. of Minnesota Pamphlets on American Writers, 1963). (Chronicle and criticism of American literary magazines. See also William Wasserstrom's review in Nation 198, Jan. 27, 1964, 98f.)

Wilkinson, Richard Hill, "Whatever Happened to the Pulps?" Saturday Review 45 (Feb. 10, 1962) 60. (The answer, according to an old pulp writer, is that World War II paper shortages, followed by comic books and TV, have done them in.)


INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES

Books

Ackerman, Martin S., The Curtis Affair (Los Angeles: Nash, 1970). (Another Curtis principal tells his version, this one relatively brief and mostly about corporate troubles.)

Anthony, Edward, This is Where I Came In (Garden City: Doubleday, 1960). (Reminiscences of a former publisher of Collier's and Woman's Home Companion.)


Bainbridge, John, Little Wonder, or the Reader's Digest and How It Grew (N.Y.: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1946). (A caustically critical history and study.)

Ballard, Bettina, In My Fashion (N.Y.: David McKay, 1960). (The Life and times of Vogue's fashion editor.)

Blair, Clay, The Board Room (N.Y.: E. P. Dutton, 1969). (Novel based on Blair's stormy years as editor of the Saturday Evening Post.)

Bliven, Bruce, Five Million Words Later (N.Y.: John Day, 1970). (Autobiography by a liberal who spent 60 years in journalism, 30 of them as editor of the New Republic.)

Bode, Carl, Mencken (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois U. Press, 1969). (See especially chapters on The Smart Set and Mercury.)

Bok, Edward W., The Americanization of Edward Bok (N.Y.: Scribner's, 1921). (The autobiography of the editor who moved the Ladies' Home Journal into the big-time and who strongly influenced the direction of other women's magazines.)


Chalmers, Floyd S., A Gentleman of the Press (Toronto and N.Y.: Doubleday, 1969). (A biography of John Bayne Maclean, Canadian journalist and publisher, much of which deals with the magazine Macleans.)

Chase, Edna Woolman, and Ilka Chase, Always in Vogue (Garden City: Doubleday, 1954). (Reminiscences by the editor of Vogue about her magazine and others of Conde Nast.)
INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Books) (Continued)

Chenery, William L., So It Seemed (N.Y.: Harcourt Brace, 1952). (The editor of Collier's during its heyday reminisces.)


Churchill, Allen (ed.), The Liberty Years: 1924-1950 (N.Y.: Prentice-Hall, 1969). (Brief commentary introduces an anthology of this weekly which competed with the Saturday Evening Post and Collier's.)


Elson, Robert T., Time Inc.: The Intimate History of a Publishing Enterprise, 1923-1941 (N.Y.: Atheneum, 1968). (First of two volumes of authorized history based on "fullest access to all the company's sources.")

Evans, James F., Prairie Farmer and WLS: the Burridge D. Butler Years (Urbana: U. of Illinois Press, 1969.) (Emphasis is on the period from 1909 to 1948.)

Friedrich, Otto, Decline and Fall (N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1969). (Fullest and in some respect- the best account of the failure of the Saturday Evening Post and Curtis, by SEP's last managing editor. Worthwhile material on how a magazine is edited.)


INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Books) (Continued)

Gingrich, Arnold, Nothing but the People: the Early Days of Esquire—a Personal History, 1928-1958 (N.Y.: Crown, 1971). (A chronicle of those days of Esquire "that are beyond the memory span of its current generation.")

Goldberg, Joe, Big Bunny: The Inside Story of Playboy (N.Y.: Ballantine, 1967). (Most of the familiar material about Hugh Hefner and his empire, but also some new information.)

Goodman, Paul (ed.), Seeds of Liberation (N.Y.: Braziller, 1964). (Goodman's three-page introduction to this anthology offers a good analysis of one of the small journals of opinion.)


Goulden, Joseph C., The Curtis Caper (N.Y.: Putnam, 1965). (Based on his earlier Philadelphia Inquirer pieces—an excellent review of the succession of disasters at Curtis.)

Grant, Jane, Ross, The New Yorker and Me (N.Y.: Reynal, 1968). (Biography by Ross' former wife.)

Grieve, Mary, Millions Made My Story (London: Gollancz, 1964). (The editor of Woman, the big British magazine, from 1937 to 1962, tells of its rise. There are interesting comments on magazine fiction.)

Halpert, Stephen (ed.), A Return to Pagany (Boston: Beacon, 1969). (Concerns Richard Johns' "little magazine" which during its three-year existence—1929-32—published worthwhile American poets and writers.)

Harman, Jeanne Perkins, Such is Life (N.Y.: Crowell, 1956). (Light-hearted account of working for Life.)

Hercer, Edmund R., Edward Bok and His Ladies' Home Journal (U. of Illinois master's thesis, 1958). (Detailed study of what the LHJ was like under Bok and its contributions to the development of the women's magazine.)


INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Books) (Continued)

Ingersoll, Ralph, Point of Departure (N.Y.: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1961). (A former managing editor, in the later chapters, tells of the early years of the New Yorker.)

Jessup, John K. (ed.), The Ideas of Henry Luce (N.Y.: Atheneum, 1969). (Mostly material from Luce's speeches.)

Joost, Nicholas, Scofield Thayer and The Dial (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois U. Press, 1964). (A handsomely illustrated history of one of America's distinguished literary magazines, from 1919 to 1926 under the editorship of Scofield Thayer.)

Joost, Nicholas, Years of Transition: The Dial, 1912-1920 (Barre, Mass.: Barre Publishers, 1967). (Earlier years of this literary magazine.)


Kobler, John, Luce, His Time, Life and Fortune (N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968). (A good, fair account of the man's and the publisher's strengths and weaknesses.)


Lasch, Christopher, The New Radicalism in America (N.Y.: Knopf, 1965). (See Chapter 6, "The New Republic and the War," and passages on such magazine figures as Randolph Bourne and Dwight Macdonald.)

Lorimer, George Horace, Letters from a Self-Made Merchant to His Son (N.Y.: Outerbridge & Dienstfrey, 1970). (Lawrence Grauman, Jr. and Robert S. Fogarty supply an introduction to this series, first published in 1902, suggesting the part played by Lorimer and the Saturday Evening Post in establishing American values.)

Lyon, Peter, Success Story: the Life and Times of S. S. McClure (N.Y.: Scribner's, 1963). (A critical study of the career of one of the giants in American magazine publishing.)

Macfadden, Mary, and Emile Gauvreau, Dumbbells and Carrot Strips (N.Y.: Henry Holt, 1953). (Mrs. Bernarr Macfadden tells about her husband and his publishing experience with Physical Culture, True Story and other magazines.)

Martin, Kingsley, Editor (London: Hutchinson, 1968). (Second volume of his autobiography.)

Martin, Kingsley, Father Figures (London: Hutchinson, 1966). First volume of autobiography of the editor of New Statesman, covering years from 1897 to 1931.)
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Matthews, T. S., Name and Address (N.Y.: Simon and Schuster, 1960). (Autobiography of critic who for many years was with Time--as book review editor, managing editor and editor.)


Morton, Charles, It Has Its Charms (N.Y.: Lippincott, 1966). (The associate editor of Atlantic talks about his career with newspapers and magazines including a brief stint with Ross' New Yorker.)


Nolte, William H., H. L. Mencken's Smart Set Criticism (Ithaca: Cornell U. Press, 1968). (Introduction deals with Mencken as critic of belles lettres from 1908 to 1923.)


Oursler, Fulton, Behold This Dreamer! (Boston: Little, Brown, 1964). (Autobiography. Seventy-five pages are concerned with his career as editor of Macfadden publications.)


Podhoretz, Norman, Making It (N.Y.: Random House, 1967). (Editor of Commentary tells how he got there.)

Poe, Clarence, My First Eighty Years (Chapel Hill: U. of North Carolina Press, 1963). (Pleasant autobiography, most pertinent part of which is a chapter on "Building The Progressive Farmer." Poe was editor of this important Southern agricultural magazine for more than 65 years.)

INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Books) (Continued)

Putzel, Max, The Man in the Mirror: William Marion Reedy and His Magazine (Cambridge: Harvard U. Press, 1963). (Biography of the editor of the St. Louis weekly, an important literary and political magazine published from 1891 to 1920.)


Reynolds, Quentin, Fiction Factory (N.Y.: Random House, 1955). (An informal history of Street & Smith, leading publisher of pulps.)


Smith, Paul Clifford, Personal File: an Autobiography (N.Y.: Appleton-Century, 1964). (Smith headed the Crowell-Collier publishing empire during the critical period when Collier's and others of its big magazines were discontinued.)


Stewart, Kenneth, and John Tebbel, "Cyrus Curtis and His Editors," in Makers of Modern Journalism, 199-216.

Stewart, Kenneth and John Tebbel, "Luce, Wallace and Their Magazines," in Makers of Modern Journalism, 431-49.

Tebbel, John, George Horace Lorimer and the Saturday Evening Post (N.Y.: Doubleday, 1948).

Throm, Edward L., Fifty Years of Popular Mechanics (N.Y.: Simon and Schuster, 1951). (Largely sample pages of the magazine from throughout its history.)

Thurber, James, The Years with Ross (Boston: Little, Brown, 1939). (A distinguished humorist tells about his good friend, Harold Ross of the New Yorker.)

INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Books) (Continued)

Weeks, Edward, In Friendly Candor (Boston: Little, Brown, 1959). (Reminiscences of editor of the Atlantic.)

What Makes Time Tick (N.Y.: Time Inc., n.d.). (A folder describing all of Time Inc.'s operations.)


Wood, James Playsted, Of Lasting Interest (Rev. ed., Garden City: Doubleday, 1967). (History of the Reader's Digest, expanded to include activities since 1938.)


Wreszin, Michael, Oswald Garrison Villard: Pacifist at War (Bloomington: Indiana U. Press, 1965). (This biography focuses attention on Villard's work for The Nation and for liberal causes between 1918 and 1933.)

Periodicals, etc.

"About the Nudes in Playboy," U.S. Camera 25 (April, 1962) 45f. (Simon Nathan interviews Hugh Hefner, Playboy publisher.)

"'Alarms and Issues,'" Newsweek 76 (Oct. 12, 1970) 129. (New Yorker's work in exposés.)

Albin, Scott, "down beat: A Mag That Refuses to Die," N.Y.U. News Workshop 21 (April, 1970) 6f. (Thirty-five-year history of what is now an international jazz magazine.)

"Another Look," Newsweek 75 (May 4, 1970) 64. (Look's move toward cutting and refining its circulation.)


Addresses from the Magazine Seminar, Sept. 17-18, 1960, Commemorating the Centennial Year of Herald House, Publishing Division of the Recognized Church of the Latter Day Saints. (A conference devoted to the appraisal of the Saints' Herald in particular and religious magazines in general.)


INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Periodicals) (Continued)


Ascoli, Max, "This Liberal Magazine, 1964," Reporter 30 (May 7, 1964) 12-4. (A restatement of the principles under which the magazine operates.)


Bliven, Bruce, "The First Forty Years," New Republic 131 (Nov. 22, 1955) 6. (A long-time editor of the New Republic reviews its history.)

"Born into the Past," Time 96 (Nov. 16, 1970) 76. (Announcement of coming rebirth of Saturday Evening Post as a quarterly of nostalgia.)


Buckley, Tom, "With the National Geographic on its Endless, Cloudless Voyage," N.Y. Times Magazine (Sept. 6, 1970) 10f. (The Geographic in terms of its popular mass appeal.)


Chamberlain, Anne, "Two Cheers for the National Geographic," Esquire 40 (Dec., 1963) 206f.

Chamberlain, John, "Henry Luce and the Russian Century," National Review 23 (May 18, 1971) 524-5. (Says Luce and his magazines never understood Communism.)

"Chicago Newsmen Start Magazine for Muckraking," Editor and Publisher 103 (Sept. 12, 1970) 70. (Start of the Chicago Free Press, intended to keep an eye on government and industry.)

Christenson, Reo M., "Report on the Reader's Digest," Columbia Journalism Review 3 (Winter, 1965) 30-6. (Especially in two case histories the article documents Reader's Digest's consistently conservative point of view.)

"Clarke Parlays Personnel Unit into Black Publisher," Advertising Age 42 (March 15, 1971) 38. (Sketch of Contact, a controlled circulation consumer magazine for middle class blacks, rivaling Ebony.)

"The Common Touch," Time 58 (Dec. 10, 1951) 64f. (Cover story on DeWitt Wallace and his Reader's Digest.)
INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Periodicals) (Continued)

Cart, David, "Once Upon a Time Inc.," Nation 182 (Feb. 18, 1956) 134-7. (A sharp-tongued critic takes a look at Luce's publications.)


"Crowell-Collier as Publisher: an Autopsy," Tide 31 (Jan. 11, 1957) 22. (Deaths of Collier's, Woman's Home Companion and American, and the firm's withdrawal from magazine publishing.)


"Curtis Publishing: the Last Act," Forbes 101 (May 1, 1968) 23-4. (Sketch of Curtis situation at time Martin Ackerman took over.)

Davidson, Bill, "Czar of the Bunny Empire," Saturday Evening Post 235 (April 28, 1962) 34-8. (Sketch of Hugh Hefner.)


"End of an Era," Newsweek 78 (Nov. 29, 1971) 51. (On Norman Cousins' resignation as editor of Saturday Review.)

Epstein, Joseph, "Henry Luce and His Time," Commentary 44 (Nov., 1967) 35-47. (A not unsympathetic view, which however finds that Luce ultimately "confused more issues than he clarified.")

"Filling the Morris Chair," Newsweek 77 (June 28, 1971) 61. (Profile of Robert Shnayerson, Willie Morris' replacement as editor of Harper's.)

Fischer, John, "The Perils of Publishing: How to Tell When You Are Being Corrupted," Harper's 236 (May, 1968) 13-4. (A wry piece about pressures on an editor, which are usually resisted.)


Friedrich, Otto, "'I am Marty Ackerman. I am thirty-six years old and I am very rich. I hope to make the Curtis Publishing Company rich again,'" Harper's 239 (December, 1969) 92f. (Another story of the Saturday Evening Post's death throes, told by its managing editor. Good picture of the financial problems Curtis faced in the Post's last days.)


INDIVIDUAL EDITORS AND MAGAZINES (Periodicals) (Continued)

Gehman, Richard, "Confidential File on Confidential," Esquire 46 (Nov., 1956) 67f. (Probing study of Robert Harrison and his Confidential.)
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